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Abstract

that part of the semantic information of songs resides exclusively in the lyrics. This means that lyrics can contain relevant emotional information that is not included in the audio.
Indeed, Juslin [5] reported that 29% people mentioned the
lyrics as a factor of how music expresses emotions, showing
the relevance of studying the lyrics in that context.
Our focus is to study the complementarity of the lyrics
and the audio information to automatically classify songs
by mood. In this paper, we first present different approaches
using audio and lyrics separately, and then propose a multimodal classification system integrating the two modalities.

In this paper we present a study on music mood classification using audio and lyrics information. The mood of a
song is expressed by means of musical features but a relevant part also seems to be conveyed by the lyrics. We evaluate each factor independently and explore the possibility
to combine both, using Natural Language Processing and
Music Information Retrieval techniques. We show that standard distance-based methods and Latent Semantic Analysis
are able to classify the lyrics significantly better than random, but the performance is still quite inferior to that of
audio-based techniques. We then introduce a method based
on differences between language models that gives performances closer to audio-based classifiers. Moreover, integrating this in a multimodal system (audio+text) allows an
improvement in the overall performance. We demonstrate
that lyrics and audio information are complementary, and
can be combined to improve a classification system.

2. Related Work
Although there is some existing work dealing with audio mood classification (e.g. [11, 9, 18, 21]), and also some
recent literature about mood detection in text [2, 13], very
little has been done so far to address the automatic classification of lyrics according to their mood. We have found no
prior articles studying the combination of lyrics and acoustic information for this particular classification purpose.
Mahedero et al. [10] reported promising results in using
lyrics for thematic categorization suggesting that a mood
classification is possible. Neumayer and Rauber [12] have
shown the complementarity of audio and lyrics in the context of genre classification, which is also encouraging. Logan et al. [8] have investigated the properties of lyrics using
Latent Semantic Analysis. They discovered natural genre
clusters and their conclusion was also that lyrics are useful
for artist similarity searches but the results were still inferior to those achieved using acoustic similarity techniques.
However, they also suggested that both systems could profitably be combined as the errors of each one were different. Finally, studies in cognitive neuropsychology [14] also
demonstrated the independence of both sources of information and so the potential complementarity of both melody
and lyrics in the case of emotional expression.

1. Introduction
In the past few years, research in Music Information Retrieval has been very active. It has produced automatic classification methods in order to deal with the amount of digital music available. A relatively recent problem is the automatic mood classification of music consisting in a system taking the waveform of a musical piece and outputing
text labels describing the mood in the music (as happy, sad,
etc...). It has already been demonstrated that audio-based
techniques can achieve satisfying results to a certain extent
[11, 9, 7, 18, 21]. Using a few simple mood categories and
carefully checking for reliable agreements between people, automatic classification based on audio features gives
promising results. Psychological studies [1] have shown
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3. Database

proach. The features and the classifier were selected according to current litterature and the results from the Audio
Mood Classification evaluation task held by the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) [4, 7].
In order to classify the music from acoustical information, we first extracted audio features of different kinds:
timbral (for instance MFCC, spectral centroid), rhythmic
(for example tempo, onset rate), tonal (like Harmonic Pitch
Class Profiles) and temporal descriptors. All these descriptors are standard and derived from state-of-the-art research
in Music Information Retrieval [6, 19].
We obtained the results shown in Table 1 using Weka
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For this study we use a categorical approach to represent
the mood. We consider the following categories: happy,
sad, angry, relaxed. Because these moods are related to basic emotions from psychological theories (reviewed in [5])
and also because they cover the four parts of the 2D representation from Russell [16] with valence and arousal dimensions. “Happy” and “relaxed” are with positive valence and
respectively high and low arousal. “Angry” and “sad” have
negative valence and respectively high and low arousal. As
we do not want to restrict to exclusive categories, we consider the problem as a binary classification for each mood.
One song can be “happy” or “not happy”, but also independently “angry” or “not angry” and so on.
Our collection is made of mainstream popular music. We
have pre-selected the tracks using last.fm1 tags. Last.fm is
a music recommendation website with a large community
that is very active in associating labels (tags) with music
they listen to. These labels are then available to all the users.
For each mood category we have generated a synonym set
using Wordnet2 and looked for the songs mostly tagged with
these terms. We kept only songs having English lyrics and
an entry in LyricWiki3 . Then we asked listeners to validate this selection by mood. We considered a song to be
valid if the tag was confirmed by at least one listener, as the
pre-selection from last.fm granted that the song was likely
to deserve that tag. We included this manual tag confirmation in order to exclude songs that could have gotten the tag
by error, to express something else, or by a ”following the
majority” type of effect. The annotators were exposed to
30 seconds of the songs, first to avoid as much as possible
changes in the mood, and then to speed up the annotation
process. Therefore they could not listen to the whole lyrics,
thus their judgment had to be biased toward an analysis of
the audio. This might influence negatively the results if the
mood of the lyrics is not coherent with the mood expressed
by the music. In many cases both would match, in other
cases it would introduce some error in the system. In total,
17 different evaluators participated and an average of 71.3%
of the songs originally selected from last.fm were validated.
The database is composed of 1000 songs divided between
4 categories of interest plus their complementary categories
(“not happy”, “not sad”, “not angry” and “not relaxed”). We
have used an equal distribution of these binary classes.

Angry
Happy
Sad
Relaxed
Mean

SVM
98.1%(3.8)
81.5%(11.5)
87.7%(11.0)
91.4%(7.3)
89.8%(8.4)

Logistic
95.9%(5.0)
74.8%(11.3)
85.9%(10.8)
80.9%(7.0)
84.4%(8.5)

RandForest
95.4%(4.7)
77.7%(12.0)
86.2%(10.5)
91.2%(6.7)
87.6%(8.5)
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To classify music by mood we used a state-of-the-art
audio classification algorithm in a supervised learning ap1 http://www.last.fm

2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu
3 http://lyricwiki.org
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tween language models.
The first two approaches treat the text in an unsupervised
way, the representation in vector space is independent of
the categories we are interested in. In the third approach,
we use our categories (in a supervised process) to select an
appropriate representation of the lyrics before addressing
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sentative) of the one that is to be classified. The optimum
depends on the application and the distribution of the datapoints and can not be easily predicted a-priori.
While better than the random baseline for most of the
moods (the baseline is 50% as we are dealing with binary
classification), the prediction power of the similarity-based
approach for lyrics remains limited, with averaged accuracy
most
predictable
category
is 2.
“angry”
and
the least
around
60% as shown
in Table
The most
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“sad”. and the least predictable is “sad”.
egory is “angry”

the most discriminative terms looking at the differences between language models.
The first two approaches treat the text in an unsupervised
way, the representation in vector space is independent of
the categories we are interested in. In the third approach,
we use our categories (in a supervised process) to select an
appropriate representation of the lyrics before addressing
the classification task.

Angry
Happy
Sad
Relaxed
Mean

5.1. Experiment 1: Classification based on similarity using Lucene

k=3
69.5%
55.9%
55.0%
61.8%
60.5%

k=5
67.5%
57.4%
52.8%
65.8%
60.9%

k=7
69.0%
60.9%
58.9%
61.0%
62.5%

k=9
68.5%
64.5%
54.5%
59.8%
61.8%

k=11
67.0%
64.1%
55.0%
59.1%
61.3%
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Our first approach was based on the assumption that
songs that are “similar” in a general sense are most likely
similar for specific relevant aspects, such as genre, mood,
etc.
We defined the similarity between different songs in a
way commonly used in document retrieval tasks. The representation of the songs is reduced to a bag of words, i.e.
the set of words or terms used in a song as well as their
frequency. This is then used, with the help of the Lucene
document retrieval system4 , to rank documents by their similarity. The similarity measure used by Lucene essentially
corresponds (with some performance tweaks) to the very
common vector model of information retrieval [17], with
tf.idf weighting in order to attribute more importance to
those terms that are frequent in the given song, but less frequent overall in the collection.
The most classic approach for using similarity in a classification setting is the k-NN classifier. Based on a source
item (in our case a song) for which the class is unknown,
the k most similar items from the annotated collection are
retrieved. Each of these provides a class label, and the majority label (the most represented one) is chosen as the predicted class of the source item.
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sparse
vector-of-terms
representavector-of-terms representation of the lyrics generates a very
tion of the lyrics generates a very high dimensionality, as
high dimensionality, as the length of the vector is the full
size of the vocabulary used in the entire collection. On our
relatively small annotated collection the vocabulary size al-4
ready reached over 7000 words, while more complete collections (e.g. the full LyricWiki) reach vocabulary sizes of
several hundred thousand distinct words.

5.2. Experiment 2: Classification using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
One approach to deal with the dimensionality problem is to project the lyrics into a lower-dimensional space
that is manageable by generic classifiers. The most common method for this is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA,
[3]) which, similar to approaches like Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), projects the data into a space of a given
dimensionality, while maintaining a good approximation of
the distances between data points.
In combination with tf.idf weighting, LSA allows us to
obtain a low-dimensional representation of the data. The
resulting dimensions tend to relate to clusters of similar
documents, and the most significant terms contributing to
those dimensions typically reflect the common vocabulary
of groups of semantically related documents.
We conducted experiments to determine the impact of
the number of dimensions used in the Latent Semantic
Analysis on classification performances. As could be expected, performance (using lyrics alone) is very low for
extremely low dimensionality and tends to improve with
a greater number of dimensions. The peak performance

5.1.1. Results
We conducted experiments with varying numbers of similar documents (k) to be taken into account. In general, a
low k provides less stability, as the predicted label depends
strongly on individual examples from the collection. Large
ks on the other hand can mean that examples are taken into
account that are not actually very similar (and thus representative) of the one that is to be classified. The optimum
depends on the application and the distribution of the datapoints and can not be easily predicted a-priori.
While better than the random baseline for most of the
moods (the baseline is 50%), the prediction power of the
similarity-based approach for lyrics remains limited, with
averaged accuracy around 60% as shown in Table 2. The
4 http://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 1. Document frequencies (P (t)) of
0.4
terms in "angry" and "not angry" category
where
t is the term id.
0.2
P(t)

Angry
Happy
Sad
Relaxed
Mean

SVM
62.1% (9.1)
55.2% (10.3)
66.4% (9.7)
57.5% (8.2)
61.3% (9.3)

0.8

P(t)

In Table 3 we show the results from this experiment. The
accuracies presented here are averaged over the 10 runs of
10-fold cross-validation. The use of LSA does not dramatically improve performance compared to our first experiment, depending on the category it can even be worse. The
reduction in dimensionality does, however, provide more
flexibility, as different types of classifiers can be used on
the resulting representation. The results shown here use a
reduction to 30 dimensions.
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5.3. Experiment 3: Classification using Language
Model Differences (LMD)

5.3. Experiment 3: Classification using Language
Model
Differences (LMD)
While distances between songs based on lyrics cannot
separate our mood categories very well, lyrics convey other
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have difficulties in exploiting this information. We therefore decided to extract a reduced list of relevant terms externally, while using the Weka framework to perform the classification. This is done by comparing the language models
generated by the different categories an choosing the most
discriminative terms from this comparison.
When comparing two language models, the simplest ap-

measure that provides a good mixture of absolute and relative difference. This also has the effect of providing stable
results
4 for the selected top-ranked terms, as their frequency
is sufficiently high to reduce to effect of chance variations
in occurrence counts.
The measure (3) we settled on is a compromise between
absolute difference (1) and relative difference (2).

also closer to those obtained using audio based descriptors.
We ran the tests with several other classifiers (decision trees,
kNN, logistic regression, random forest ...), some of which
obtained good results also, but SVMs performed best overall. We therefore used the SVM classifier with this kind of
data for our further experiments.

We are interested in terms with a large relative difference
(document frequency in one class being multiple times that
in the other class), but that are quite frequent in order to
cover a large amount of songs. Therefore, we need to find a
measure that provides a good mixture of absolute and relative difference. This also has the effect of providing stable
results for the selected top-ranked terms, as their frequency
is sufficiently high to reduce to effect of chance variations
in occurrence counts.
The measure (3) we settled on is a compromise between
absolute difference (1) and relative difference (2).
P (t|LM2 ))

(1)

abs(P (t|LM1 ) P (t|LM2 ))
max(P (t|LM1 ), P (t|LM2 ))

(2)

abs(P (t|LM1 ) P (t|LM2 ))
= p
(max(P (t|LM1 ), P (t|LM2 )))

(3)

abs (t)

rel (t)

mixed (t)

= abs(P (t|LM1 )
=

Angry
Happy
Sad
Relaxed
Mean

SVM
77.9%(10.3)
80.8%(12.1)
84.4%(11.2)
79.7%(9.5)
80.7%(10.8)

Logistic
60.6%(12.0)
67.5%(13.3)
83.9%(7.0)
71.3%(10.5)
70.8%(10.7)

RandForest
71%(11.5)
70.8%(11.4)
75.1%(12.9)
78.0 (9.5)
73.7%(11.3)
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Numerous articles report the glass-ceiling problem of

Both
audio and
cancontent
help in[2].
estimating
the somood
classification
basedlyrics
on audio
One potential
of a song. As these two modalities are quite different and
potentially complementary, we chose to combine them in6
order to create a hybrid classification system.
We used two approaches to integrate these two information sources. The first one used separate predictions for
audio and lyrics and combined them through voting. The
second approach was to combine all features in the same
space, having a vector composed of both audio and lyrics
features. This allowed to use audio and lyrics information
within one classifier. We only report here on the second
approach, which gives slightly better results.

where P (t|LMi ) is the probability of term t occurring in a
document represented by the language model LMi , which
is estimated as the document frequency of the term in the
corresponding category (normalized by the number of documents).
Using this measure mixed gives us a nice list of terms
that cover a good percentage of the songs, with very different distribution between the two categories, and that clearly
make sense semantically:

6.1. Mixed Feature Space

• angry: death, control, die, dead, god, evil, hell, world,
pain, fate, ...
• not angry: love, could, heart, can, i’m, were, blue, today, then, need, ...

Having audio and lyrics information in the same vector
allows to exploit interdependencies between aspects from
both modalities.
As Table 5 shows, the combination of the language
model differences with the audio descriptors yielded to relatively good results. For each category we show the accuracy of the SVM classifier for the audio analysis, for the
lyrics analysis, and for the multimodal approach combining
both. As in the previous experiments, the accuracies shown
in Table 5 are averages over the 10 runs of 10-fold crossvalidation.
This combination gives significant improvements over
both individual approaches, leveraging the complementary
information available from audio and lyrics, at least for two
of the four categories: “happy” and “sad” with both a significant (p < 0.05 using a Paired T-Test) overall increase
around 5% for both. For the angry and relaxed categories
there is also a slight increase in classification performance.
However, the extremely high baseline of over 98% accuracy on audio alone for the “angry” category, as well as the
large difference in performance between lyrics and audio
for “relax” limits the benefits of using a hybrid method. We
should also notice that the multimodal approach reduces the

5.3.1. Results
For each category, we selected the n terms with the highest
mixed . We obtained a vector representation with n dimensions that can be used with different classifiers. We made
10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation (this includes the term
selection, of course) and tried different values n. Depending on the categories the accuracy dropped under a certain
value of n. For n = 100, we had relatively good results with
no significant increase by changing its value for any of the
categories. Classification performance is significantly better than with the distance based approaches, with accuracies
in the 80% range using SVM as shown in Table 4. These
results are also closer to those obtained using audio based
descriptors. We ran the tests with several other classifiers
(decision trees, kNN, logistic regression, random forest ...),
some of which obtained good results also, but SVMs performed best overall. We therefore used the SVM classifier
with this kind of data for our further experiments.
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Angry
Happy
Sad
Relaxed

Audio
98.1%(3.8)
81.5%(11.5)
87.7%(11.0)
91.4%(7.3)

Lyrics
77.9%(10.3)
80.8%(11.2)
84.4%(11.2)
79.7%(9.5)
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This combination gives significant improvements over

standard deviation of the accuracies between folds, which
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means
that the systems are more robust.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
The results obtained with the different methods presented above are very encouraging, and the level of performance is good for many practical applications. This multimodal approach increases the performances for all the mood
categories. We note very interesting results particularly for
the “happy” and “sad” categories, in which the complementarity of lyrics and audio significantly increases the overall
accuracy. Performance using audio purely is already very
high for the “angry” category, limiting the potential impact
of a multimodal approach. The same is true for the “relaxed” category, to a slightly lesser extent. These results
prove that audio and lyrics information combined led to a
better music mood classification system.
We should also comment that we have obtained the same
trend in our results as Cho and Lee [2] who were working on affect recognition but using a technique based on a
manually-built affect lexicon. They reported better results
on “happy” and “sad” lyrics than on “violent” (which could
be related to our “angry” category). The results we presented here confirm the relevance of the lyrics to convey
emotions or at least that the mood expressed in music and
acoustical data is correlated with information contained in
the text.
In the future it will be interesting to compare our results
to other approaches in affect recognition from text, like the
methods based on common-sense or affective lexicons [2],
and to investigate more advanced multimodal techniques.
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